
How will your facility adapt to this new normal? Future-proof your studio with the industry standard production 

management solution that will support your entire team through the next decade and beyond.

Shotgun will be there. 

For more information and to try Shotgun for free, go to shotgunsoftware.com

To download the MovieLabs white paper, go to movielabs.com
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A modular workflow model becomes industry standard—increasing efficiency, 
shortening cycles, lowering costs, raising profits, improving security, and 
empowering innovation.

Pieces of 
Pipeline
Permissions provide access 
to virtual workstations.

AI improvements—tools, 
automation, bots, processes—are 
developed and deployed at scale. 

TTechnology levels the playing 
field for studios of all sizes. 

Open file standards and 
open-source software ensures 
access to assets.

Studios use global talent to scale 
for volume and complexity.

PhoPhotorealistic renders happen 
in real time.

A universal linking system 
is developed in the cloud.

Workflows are archived.

>74.2%
AI spend in US M&E industry between 2019-20253

The reimagined cloud becomes a zero-trust network that is accessed by industry-wide 
permissions, requiring strict verification to secure, protect, access, and retain all assets.

Security, Not Seclusion

In the year 2030

Media is never moved from the cloud 
requiring applications to come to the 
media.

DeDelivered content is customized to the 
device, playback capabilities, and 
bandwidth.

All media is published, tracked, and linked 
based on the controller’s actions.

““VFX pull” of plates to local storage 
becomes “VFX push” of permissions from 
masters in the cloud.

Cloud security is designed to protect 
individual assets rather than guard studio 
infrastructure.

IndustIndustry-wide Unique IDs streamline 
control, access to assets and applications, 
duration, and editing capabilities.

$2.6 Trillion
Projected M&E market 
size by 20232

VFX assets, scripts, camera captures, and audio tracks will all be created, 
encrypted, validated, ingested, archived, accessed, edited, and stored 
in the cloud.

Everything in the Cloud Benefits

• One source of truth

• No duplicate assets

• Unlimited storage

• Real-time review

• Accessible archives

83%
Enterprise workloads 
in the cloud in 20201

Distribution 
All media is already in the cloud and is 
published directly to consumer devices

Pre-Photography
Script development, production 
design, VFX setup, CG scenes, 
pre-viz, ongoing R&D

Final Post-Production 
and Mastering 
Color grading, final sound, 
VFX finishing and editing

Principal Photography
Just like today, plus physical actors interact in 
real time with digital assets and characters 

Volumetric capture of entire scenes, light field 
cameras, multiple simultaneous camera angles

Merged Phases of Production
New technologies—especially real-time photorealistic graphics—create a more iterative process.  

Media Creation in 2030
Guided by the visionary white paper by MovieLabs, Shotgun Software has outlined how the media 
and entertainment industry will produce film, TV, and games in the future. With our compliments, 
take a peek at what's coming—and keep your studio ahead of the curve.  


